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**Title:** Michel Oren collection of Marxist Literary Group recordings

**Creator:** Oren, Michel

**Identifier/Call Number:** MS.C.027

**Physical Description:** 0.5 Linear Feet (1 document box)

**Date (inclusive):** 1977 July 20 - August 5

**Abstract:** The Michel Oren collection of Marxist Literary Group recordings contains 21 lectures given by Fredric Jameson, Stanley Aronowitz, and Terry Eagleton at the 1977 Summer Institute of the Marxist Literary Group of the Modern Language Association held in St. Cloud, Minnesota. These lectures, on 25 cassettes, were recorded by Michel Oren who attended the Institute as a graduate student.

**Language of Material:** English.

**Access**
The collection has not been processed but is open for research. Please contact the Department of Special Collections and Archives in advance to request access.

**Publication Rights**
Property rights reside with the University of California. Copyrights are generally retained by the creators of the records and their heirs, unless transferred to the University of California. It is the responsibility of the researcher to determine who holds the copyright and pursue the copyright owner or his or her heir for permission to publish where the UC Regents do not hold the copyright.

For information on use, copyright, and attribution, please visit: http://special.lib.uci.edu/using/publishing.html

**Preferred Citation**

For the benefit of current and future researchers, please cite any additional information about sources consulted in this collection, including permanent URLs, item or folder descriptions, and box/folder locations.

**Acquisition Information**
Gift of Michel Oren, 2014.

**Alternative Forms of Materials**
Select items have been reformatted and have digital preservation copies available. Preservation master copies of the following audio files are in Merritt: MS-C027_003, MS-C027_004, MS-C027_005, MS-C027_008, MS-C027_011, MS-C027_013, MS-C027_014, MS-C027_016, MS-C027_017, and MS-C027_023.

**Collection Scope and Content Summary**
The Michel Oren collection of Marxist Literary Group recordings contains 21 lectures given by Fredric Jameson, Stanley Aronowitz, and Terry Eagleton at the 1977 Summer Institute of the Marxist Literary Group of the Modern Language Association held in St. Cloud, Minnesota. These lectures, on 25 cassettes, were recorded by Michel Oren who attended the Institute as a graduate student.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
Critical theory -- Audio-visual aids.
Critical theory -- Archives.
Jameson, Fredric

---

**Box 1 1977**

Series Scope and Content Summary

This box contains 21 lectures given by Fredric Jameson, Stanley Aronowitz, and Terry Eagleton at the 1977 Summer Institute of the Marxist Literary Group of the Modern Language Association held in St. Cloud, Minnesota. These lectures, on 25 cassettes, were recorded by Michel Oren who attended the Institute as a graduate student.